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EDITOR’S RANT
Many businesses are subject to Hamlet’s curse of the ‘slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune’. The society of ice-box delivery men joined the carrier
pigeon breeders and crystal set manufacturers as society found newer or better
ways to live life.
Thankfully, hospitality and the social tipple has not fallen too far from the minds
of the populace, and the pub game has continued longer than most industries
in pleasing the common people and maintaining a market.
But the passage of time brings more than technological improvements.
It evolves a level of sophistication to methodology if only through sheer
competitive trial and error. This has played out on the humble pub in many
ways, with it being such a mature sector. Every renovation or incarnation is
another step on the journey to a greater collective worth, even those that later
prove a lesson in what not to do.
The same can be said of the finance industry, with which the increasingly
valuable pub is intrinsically linked. As values go up, the depth and quality of
sharks at the finance table rises to the occasion.
This makes for a precarious relationship with the cumulative quality of venues,
as it takes money to maintain the standard that will maintain the patronage that
will pay the bills. A delicate balance can often ensue that can see the finance
become a predatory force that fulfils its own dread of insolvency.
In 2008 the world felt the onslaught of the Global Financial Crisis, where the
carnivorous greed of financial institutions ate itself to the point of collapse. More
powerful than most had realised, the banks did so in full knowledge that much
of the risk fell not on themselves, but on the fates of ground-dwelling players
with improper mortgages or cheekily hopeful investments.
The process of evolution does not sleep. It rarely, if ever, goes backward –
despite what might be seen in American politics. In the dichotomy of pubs and
finance, it continues to bind the opportunity for business with the hunger of
professional money. This perilous relationship sucked down a number of big
names post-GFC, and still Wall St continues without conscience; the Roosevelt
administration introduced strict controls on banking in the aftermath of the
Great Depression, but these were eroded and undermined in the 80s by the
Reagan administration, and all but demonised by two Bush presidencies.
A big name in Australian hospitality fell this month, and there is a history lesson
in it for any business in the business of maintaining control of their business.
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Think we only do ATMs?
Think again.

24/7 Help Desk

Safe and Secure

National In-house
Field Service

Fully Compliant

Technology Driven

Scalable

Flexible Payment
Options

BANKTECH® is a total in-venue payment and cash management solutions provider, offering a broad range
of Gaming Integration products and services with a national, in-house field service and Australia based
24/7 help desk. Our portfolio not only includes ATMs but also Cashier Assist Terminals, Secure Smart Safes,
EFTPOS Terminals and Cash Redemption Terminals.

Come and see our full range of products on Stand 412 at the AGE 2016

Call Toll Free: 1800 764 409 or visit banktech.com.au

Delivering more

NEWS
TKO FOR KEYSTONE,
UP FOR UPG
In July one of the industry’s best-known hospitality operators
has seen receivers called in after financial strain and lockout
laws took too high a toll.
The Keystone Group (TKSG) was formed in 2000 by partners
stemming from several existing pub dynasties. Around two
years ago it embarked on an ambitious expansion plan,
moving further from the traditional pub venue, toward small
bars and restaurants.
TKSG bought the national portfolio of Pacific Restaurant Group
(PRG), including the Jamie’s Italian businesses in Australia, plus
other premium restaurant brands Chophouse and Kingsleys.
This utilised parallel debt financing of $80 million through US
venture capital entities KKR Asset Management and Olympus
Capital Holding Asia.
TKSG’s four-level Sugarmill Hotel in Kings Cross is the only
venue in its portfolio with gaming machines, and has seen a
massive down-turn in trade since the infamous lockout and
3am cessation regulations began in early 2014. It also operates
high-profile venues in Darling Harbour, which has also
suffered under the new laws.

UPG was purchased last year by Quadrant Private Equity, and
US-born Pash installed as an experienced operator of large
portfolios to lead aggressive expansion plans. Pash says they
would almost certainly install their own brands rather than
take on existing agreements he suggests are “prohibitive of
success”.
In late July UPG announced the pending opening of its latest
instalment of the Munich Brauhaus brand of beer halls, in the
heritage-listed Allgas Building in “Brisbane’s buzzing South
Bank”. Seating 750-pax, it will include five bars across three
levels including a rooftop bar and beer garden.
UPG already operates a total of 28 venues and subsidiary
businesses, and the new venue furthers the concept already
proving successful in Sydney and Melbourne. In March of
this year it launched its own in-house craft beer brand, Crafty
Bavarian Brew Co.
Days later, receivers and managers Ferrier Hodgson (FH)
announced the block-buster sales campaign for the Keystone
portfolio, citing a desire to see all venues safely in new hands
in time for the “busy summer trade” and plans to surgically
fine-tune the right parties “with the balance sheet strength and
operational depth to be able to manage these acquisitions”
according to FH’s Morgan Kelly.
All venues have continued to trade since the administrators
were appointed, and all will remain open to be offered as
going concerns.
CBRE Hotels has been appointed lead sales advisor, and
national director - pubs Daniel Dragicevich and vice president
- pub investment sales Sam Handy will steer the campaign,
starting with national advertising to garner expressions of
interest submissions to build a short-list.
Successful parties will then be invited to commence due
diligence via a commercial-in-confidence data room prior
to submitting formal offers, which will be assessed with view
to in-principle agreements being formed in late September
(2016).

The Group recently looked to free up capital, divesting the
Newtown Hotel in February, but efforts to satisfy a looming
debt covenant proved inadequate, and holders of the senior
debt called in receivers Ferrier Hodgson (FH) to rescue their
money.
“Keystone today is an operationally strong business with over
1,000 employees across the country, with a number of iconic
venues and brands within its portfolio and a highly dedicated
team,” said TKSG executive director Richard Facioni in a
statement yesterday.
“However, the debt raised to undertake its expansion,
combined with changes to the local market, including lock out
laws, have placed significant financial strain on the business.”
The 17 venues in the TKSG portfolio attracted almost
immediate interest from expanding operators such as the
ambitious Urban Purveyor Group (UPG), which is building
momentum in its ‘fast fine-dining’ plans. CEO Tom Pash told
PubTIC a number would suit their strategy in this “emerging”
market with substantially better margins possible than
traditional fine-dining.
“A lot of busy people want a great meal, which has driven the
emergence of fast fine-dining,” said Pash.
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FH report the Jamie’s Italian restaurants are some of the bestperforming in the global franchise and will remain grouped
together, and may or may not be sold in conjunction with
other parts of the overall portfolio.
“Whilst the 17 venues will no doubt attract interest from
portfolio buyers, it’s expected that there will be intense
competition from parties seeking to acquire segments of
the portfolio and individual piecemeal businesses,” offered
Dragicevich.

NEWS
MINORS SCHEME TAKING
NAMES & KICKING ASS
In 2014 Liquor & Gaming NSW introduced the Minor Sanctions
Scheme to crack down on serving minors, allowing the
Justice Department to order a hotel close for up to 28 days if
convicted or fined for serving alcohol to minors – even for a
first offence. Compliance history and submissions are taken
into consideration.
In September 2015 police discovered four underage girls
drinking and purchasing alcohol in the bar of Manly’s The
Steyne. The Hotel’s high-profile owner Arthur Laundy
attended Court, where licensee Stephen O’Sullivan later plead
guilty to seven counts relating to the incident. The magistrate
did not record a conviction and the Hotel avoided a ‘strike’, but
L&G issued penalty notices and $1100 fines to two female bar
staff, and later issued a 7-day closure order to the Hotel.
L&G NSW reported to PubTIC this was the result of an
inevitable review and decision by the Department of Justice,
independent of payment of the fine.

as 18 when you know you’re not allowed in. There should be
some consequence to that.”
The Road Transport Act allows for Provisional (‘P-plate’0
licences to be extended from 36 to 42 months for offences
relating to the use of a licence unlawfully. This applies for
five years to individuals that do not hold a licence. Unlawful
possession or lending an ID can draw an $815 fine.
Sergeant Bolt says is a collaborative approach between
licensees and police is key, ultimately leading to less punitive
burden on venues. He says venues that regularly ask for ID
in an overt manner become known as places to not go, and
minors avoid them.
He recommends a ‘total venue response’ – not simply relying
on security, with all staff in the habit of asking and focusing on
people that look young.

NEW QLD LICENSING
TAKES EFFECT

The Steyne is the tenth entity to fall foul of the Scheme, and
it’s seven-day closure is quite modest in the short history of
rulings. The first pub was Temora’s Royal Hotel, which copped
a 28-day closure of alcohol sales and gaming in 2015 for
serving minors for not the first time. Proving hard to endure,
half-way through the 28 days police caught them selling
takeaway beer to a patron.
L&G lodged a disciplinary complaint, citing father and son
owners Vojislav and Goran Krstic poor history of compliance.
The ILGA (Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority) NSW
Board accepted the men’s voluntary offer for a three-month
suspension from holding a liquor licence or being a licensed
venue manager. The suspension runs 1 July to 30 September,
2016. Defendants were also ordered to pay costs.
“The Secretary has regard to a range of matters including the
seriousness of the offending conduct and the remedial action
taken by a licensee to prevent the sale of liquor to minors
recurring,” an L&G NSW spokesperson told PubTIC.
Arthur Laundy said he is unimpressed at the severity of the
order, while the perpetrators receive no penalty for their
actions.
“When we took over the place, it was number two in the State
for violence. We put in voluntary lockouts and cleaned it up,
which cost a lot of money, and its now out of the system.
Now we’re in the shit good and proper. It will cost me $100k
for the week. It’s absolutely ludicrous.”
Almost in response, L&G NSW followed the ruling with news
officers from Waverley Police were conducting exercises to
detect under-18s in queues to enter venues. The first week
caught 34 instances of attempted entry, primarily by way of
borrowed or unlawful possession of legitimate identification,
such as a driver’s licence, passport or photo ID card. The
following weekend caught no underage kids.
Licensing Supervisor Sergeant Peter Bolt said they were
exercising an educated approach to known practices, targeting
what makes a difference.
“We recognise this is a challenge to licensees, and the last
thing they need. We recognise it is a premeditated act to doll
yourself up, go stand in a queue and try and pass yourself off

Queensland’s ‘Tackling Alcohol-Fuelled Violence Legislation
Amendment Act’ 2016 came into effect 1 July, requiring
licensed venues state-wide to cease trading at 2am, or 3am for
approved ‘Safe Night Precincts’ (SNPs). No lockouts yet apply.
The scheme aims to engage licensees through formation
of Management Committees, requiring seven licensees to
incorporate and subsequently forcing all in the precinct to
join. It also requires the formation of SNPs to enforce the
requirement of ID scanners to be operated and maintained at
their venues from 10pm, irrespective of actual closing time.
The transitional period ends 1 February, 2017, when approved
SNPs may continue trading until 3am, but with a lockout from
1am. Licensees from late-night trading precincts gathered
recently with regulatory authorities and voted resoundingly
(40-4) to shun involvement in the SNPs and accept the blanket
2am closing time. Owner of Fridays and chair of Brisbane
CBD Liquor Accord Nigel Kilvington said it was a bad deal that
would see licensees footing the bill of the witch-hunt to stamp
out a problem that wasn’t there.
“CBD Licensees voted to overwhelmingly reject incorporation
of an SNP Board in full knowledge what this would mean.
They consider this a better outcome to incorporation.”
This and other pressures saw regulators recently back off with
plans to force ID scanners, announcing a delay of at least a
year, and watered-down guidelines around rapid intoxication
drinks. No-one was surprised the Casinos remain exempt.
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NEWS
RAY REILLY REVEALS
PLANS FOR SYDNEY
PARK PUB
Ray Reilly – owner-operator of inner-west mecca The Henson
– revealed his successful purchase of the Sydney Park Hotel.
This followed the recent sale of his beloved Trinity Bar in Surry
Hills, where he suggested his need for a new “passion”.

General manger and licensee is John Payne, who has lived
in the area for more than a decade and says it fills a muchneeded gap.
“Every community needs a pub, a place where locals can
share a relaxed meal with family, watch the game with friends
and listen to some live music on a Sunday afternoon.”

Local stalwart the Sydney Park Hotel occupies a prominent
Newtown corner opposite St Peters station. Reilly told PubTIC
he wishes to pay homage to the pub’s history and Rick and
Robin Fotheringham, who have operated and lived at the hotel
for 24 years.
“The Sydney Park Hotel has for decades been a working class
heritage pub, and this will remain the central focus of the
venue with sports, locally brewed beer and classic counter
meals on offer,” reports Reilly. “We will focus on all the things
that have worked best for us over the years.”
This will incorporate the practice of sourcing local and ‘ethical’
produce, including literally home-grown crops from a planned
rooftop garden. The menu will include a range of pies made
in-house as well as the kind of pub grub expected at the 1891
hotel. It will also become home to the ‘SPH Café’ – where
commuters can grab coffee, pastries and other house-made
items en-route to the station.
The Irishman says he has long wanted a King St pub and often
considered trying to buy the SPH. Plans are in early stages, but
he is very excited about prospects for the place.
“Phase two will see pub-style accommodation rooms on offer
with direct access to the CBD.”
The off-market transaction was handled by CBRE Hotel’s
Daniel Dragicevich and Sam Handy, who declined to
comment. External sources say the price was circa $5 million.

BRAND NEW MALOUF PUB
FOR THE HILLS
The Malouf family has realised a long-term goal with the
opening of the brand new Gregory Hills Hotel (GHH) in
Sydney’s booming south-west. It is the proud debut pub for
the suburb of Gregory Hills, just north of Campbelltown, and
the result of years of planning and a large-scale construction
aiming to service a growing region.
The prominent project and a strategic social media campaign
saw the venue attract over 10,000 followers on Facebook
prior to trade beginning, and it was decided to open the doors
quietly lest they see a riot at the fresh operation.
“We’ve been smashed from the word go,” Jamie Malouf
reported to PubTIC, despite their efforts to slide under the
radar for a few days. “The hotel’s been inundated with locals.
There’s so much interest and excitement about the new ‘local’,
and the feedback is generally that it has a really nice family
feel. It’s been a lot of effort, but we’re really happy with it.”
Located on a site of over 22,000 m², the GHH was designed by
Bergstrom Architects and PKD (Paul Kelly Design), and built by
New England Construction. Amenities include a large relaxed
bar and lounge, sports bar, entertainment stage, kids play area,
and gaming room.
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COLONIAL MOVES UP
IN NEWTOWN AND NEW
STATE
Closely following announced plans for its first NSW venue,
Chris Morris’ Colonial Leisure Group (CLG) has jumped into
another State with the acquisition of Brisbane’s big-trading Fox
Hotel.
The long-term leasehold of the sprawling Fox is CLG’s
first Queensland pub, and located in the South Bank Fish
Lane foodie precinct, across from the Brisbane Convention
Centre. The four-storey Hotel boasts a legendary rooftop bar
overlooking the CBD, eight function spaces, gaming room
with 10 EGMs, and a successful bistro CLG says it will develop
further to “bring in line” with its other venues.
Now operating 15 venues in Victoria, Western Australia, and
two new States this year, CLG told PubTIC it has no immediate
plans for further acquisitions.
“Not at this stage, we really have our hands full with the iconic
Fox Hotel,” said national GM, Lawrence Dowd. “The purchase
of The Fox Hotel is certainly one of
the biggest pub acquisitions we’ve
done, and we are very excited to be
entering the Brisbane market.”
The off-market sale of the 30-year
lease, now into just its third year,
was conducted by JLL Hotels’ Tom
Gleeson and John Musca.
Meanwhile at the multi-levelled
Newtown, for which CLG paid
around $8.5m in February and
moved into in April, the company is
making its mark in one of Sydney’s
most dynamic and influential
precincts. Venue manager Scott
Campbell will oversee changes
including an Asian-fusion food
offering called Eat Up he says is
derived mostly from Japanese
street food and a similarly Asianinspired drinks menu, with an
upcoming complementary refurb.

Fox Hotel, Brisbane

PROFILE

AGE 2016 9-11 August
The 2016 Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) will feature
250 exhibitors across 20,000 square metres of exhibition
space in what is the biggest event of its type in Australia
and one of the biggest in the world.

PubTIC caught up with Ross Ferrar, CEO of the Gaming
Technologies Association (GTA), which operates the AGE.
How big is the 2016 AGE compared to
previous years?
This year we’ve allocated over 25 per cent more stands than
we had available in 2015. This has required more floor space,
so the overall footprint for the Expo this year has grown by 28
per cent to 20,000 square metres.

What would you say are some reasons
behind this growth?
It’s been a simple case of supply and demand. We had to turn
away exhibitors because we were at capacity in 2015, and
we’ve had exhibitors requesting larger stands for 2016, so
we’ve grown to accommodate. We were also seeing interest
from exhibitors who would not traditionally exhibit at a
Gaming Expo, but saw potential to reach new customers.

Given the obvious logistical challenges of
Glebe Island, have there been benefits to the
temporary venue?

has been on an ocean cruise would recognise the potential
synergies in this space, so we look forward to learning more
about their offering.
We’re also joined this year by members of the Amusement
Machine Operators Association, who will be showcasing their
products in the Amusements Trade Pavilion. They’re not the
gaming machines we’re accustomed to having showcased,
but as many venues are becoming more family-focused, we
believe these machines will be quite popular with our visitors.

Has the AGE and Australia benefited from
the cooling of Macau and the shift in the
Asian gambling market?
I think this has further focused the Asian market on Australian
destinations. New casinos are currently under development in
Australia so the AGE will be seeing more buyers of electronic
table games and machines, plus all the other ancillary
equipment required for these venues.

Yes, there were challenges. Exhibitors and visitors wanted the
expo to remain in Sydney, so we were thrilled that the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority was willing to provide the Glebe
Island venue, which is within easy reach of the Sydney CBD.
While there were some concerns, after the first event at Glebe
Island we found that the visitors who came were qualified
visitors looking for products, services and solutions, not just
after a day out in the city.

2016 will reportedly see “new domestic and
international exhibitors”. What are some
examples of new companies and products?
We have the Reserve Bank of Australia exhibiting with us this
year. With the imminent release of the new 5-dollar note the
Reserve Bank will be educating visitors on the new security
features of the notes, as well as reminding them of the
features to look out for on the old notes while they continue
to be in circulation.

AGE 2016 runs 9-11 August at the Sydney
Exhibition Centre, Glebe Island.

We’re excited to have a new exhibitor who is an awardwinning cruise travel agency – Cruise Express. Anyone who

For inquiries, call the Gaming Expo Help Line
on (02) 9211 7430

Opening hours: Tuesday, Wednesday 10am-5pm,
Thursday 10am-3pm
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THE GAME GETS
BIGGER & BETTER
The 2016 Australasian Gaming
Expo will be the biggest ever.
“The Australasian Gaming
Expo is the must attend
event for the Gaming and
Hospitality Industry.”

Ross Ferrar.

The Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) is one of the largest trade events in Australia and the third largest casino gaming
equipment trade show in the world. AGE provides a valuable opportunity for customers to experience the latest in
gaming design and technology.
This year’s Expo will see over 50 new exhibitors with some travelling from Taiwan, South Korea, USA, Canada and New
Zealand, and international visitors from the USA, New Zealand, Asia and Europe.
New machines and games are the main attraction at the AGE, but customers also have an opportunity to see and try the
latest in audio-visual, ATM equipment, building services, cash-handling equipment, consultancy services, entertainment,
financial services, food & beverage, furniture, I.T., interior design and fitout trends, security and much more.
Ahead of this year’s event, PubTIC spoke to some of the exhibitors to see what they had to say about this year’s Expo and
the types of new products on show.
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FEATURE
THE BANKTECH GROUP

Why is the AGE an important part of the
company’s calendar?
The Banktech Group (Banktech) is a leading payments and
services provider to the hospitality industry. We supply a
range of products including the CashConnect ATM Network,
POSConnect EFTPOS, Cash Redemption Terminals and a
range Intelligent Safes, to clients in Australia, South-East Asia
and India.

SCIENTIFIC GAMES –
BALLY, WMS, SHUFFLE MASTER

What’s the big news for Scientific Games at
the 2016 AGE?
Scientific Games (SG) took over at the Milperra headquarters
for Bally and ShuffleMaster when it acquired them in 2014.
After 30 years at the site, we have moved to a new larger
premises at Silverwater, at 4 Newington Rd.

How is SG approaching the market in 2016?
SG Gaming is committed to developing a diverse portfolio of
gaming products and engaging entertainment experiences.
The company’s product line includes advanced technologies
that set industry trends and align with rapidly changing player
preferences. As the gaming landscape changes with new
and exciting technological breakthroughs, we respond by
developing innovative products that meet customer needs
and keep players in the game.

After 83 years in the business, producing
cutting-edge machines and innovative
content, what does Bally feel it offers venue
clients?

The AGE provides the opportunity for us to showcase
our range of products and services to customers across
Australasia.

Banktech recently expanded its portfolio.
Can you tell us more about that?
Banktech Group diversified its product offering with the
acquisition of Global Gaming Industries, a leading gaming
systems provider. Global Gaming will continue to operate as
an independent branded division of Utopia Gaming Systems.
Having Banktech’s financial strength will enable Global
Gaming to further invest in research and development, as well
as deliver an innovative and expanded range of products to its
customers and their patrons.

What products will you be presenting at the
upcoming AGE?
We look forward to showcasing our new Slimline Cash
Redemption Terminal with high-capacity coin and notes,
and a range of other unique features and benefits. Our new
unattended remote POSConnect EFTPOS terminals will also
be on display. These allow POSConnect to be installed in a
location accessible to patrons, so cardholders can process
eftpos cash-out transactions with minimal staff interaction.

The Bally brand features games and systems that increase
efficiencies and drive revenues for gaming operators, and
content that appeals to player preferences on several different
platforms.
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FEATURE
IGT ASIA-PACIFIC –
Nigel Turner, Head of Marketing.

What does IGT have in store for visitors this
year?
The 2016 AGE is a great opportunity for IGT to showcase new
games designed to deliver exciting new experiences to players
and venues. IGT will again be the place to be at the year’s AGE.

How important is the AGE for IGT and will
you be launching any new products?
AGE provides the perfect showcase for our new games and
concepts, particularly those we have developed with the hotel
market in mind. It’s a challenge to maximise gaming floor
space in smaller venues while still offering players variety with
the right game at the right time of day. That’s why our latest
additions to our Multistar Champion Series family launching at
AGE will be great for our customers.

In previous year’s you’ve not only
showcased your own products but also
allowed key partners the opportunity
to shine, will we see more of this at the
upcoming AGE?
Aristocrat’s industry partners are key to bringing new ideas to
life and they will feature in a number of areas on the Aristocrat
stand. Whether it be associations, suppliers, our valued
customers or the community, we understand that strong
partnerships underpin the sustainable future of the gaming
industry. In partnership with our industry suppliers, we’re
proud to exhibit some examples of product activation and
complementary gaming solutions across the Aristocrat stand.

What else can we expect to see from IGT this
year?
Key products will be the new Champion games for IGT’s
successful Multistar Champion Series family and IGT’s new
‘fast-hitting’ Ca$h Climb link.

ARISTOCRAT – Ben Brien,
Director Product & Strategy ANZ

How do you see the future for the industry?
Our industry is transforming at a faster rate than ever, but the
future has never looked brighter. Advancing technology and
new gaming experiences open up a host of opportunities
for operators, players and manufacturers alike. We believe
that a culture of thought-leadership is crucial to developing
innovative solutions that enable us all to make the most of
these opportunities. Alongside our industry partners we look
forward to sharing our colourful vision for the future at AGE
2016.

What games will you be presenting at this
year’s AGE?
Some key titles not to miss include Dragon Link™ which
further builds on popular market trends, Good Fortune with
wide-area progressive functionality, and 5 Dragons Empire – a
five theme multi-game with two brand new additions. Others
include Player’s Choice Emerald Edition and Retro Fever –
just a few amongst an impressive line-up you’ll see on the
Aristocrat stand.
At AGE 2016 Aristocrat will dedicate a large area to exhibiting
some incredibly unique ideas beyond what currently exists in
Australia’s Class III gaming environment. From diverse cabinet
form factors housing local and international content, BI and
analytics tools, to concepts well beyond our era, this area is
designed to ‘wow’ you. This space is a reminder that when
you empower people to be creative and remove boundaries,
the potential opportunities are limitless.
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NIGHTLIFE MUSIC Erika Tweedie, Events Manager.

Nightlife Music have already launched
an exciting product this year that will be
showcased at the Expo. Can you tell us
more?
In March this year Nightlife Music, in partnership with
music streaming giant Spotify, launched the latest in-venue
entertainment tool: crowdDJ. It gives patrons the opportunity
to select their favourite songs to play within a venue, either via
an interactive crowdDJ Kiosk or their own mobile devices.

How does crowdDJ work?
Patrons using the free app or a crowdDJ Kiosk can search for
their favourite track and add it to the list of music currently
playing in the venue.
For operators, crowdDJ is an innovative way for customers
to engage with a venue, by influencing a key aspect of their
experience – the music – ultimately leading to increased dwell
time.

How do people find venues near them that
have crowdDJ?
They can download the free app from Google Play or the
App Store, and search for participating venues nearby. We
invite visitors to the AGE to come and see us to experience it
firsthand.

“

New England Constructions is a company
that delivers on their promises. The
project was delivered 4 weeks ahead of
schedule as promised, the budget was
maintained as promised, and the level
of quality exceeded what was promised.
New England Constructions is a builder
you can trust, who operates with integrity
and commitment. - Ed Malouf, Royal Hotels Group

--- PROUDLY AWARDED ---

COMMERCIAL BUILDER
OF THE YEAR 2016
BY MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION FOR SOUTH EAST NSW

”

GREGORY HILLS HOTEL, ROYAL HOTELS GROUP
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R E F U R B I S H M E N T S
Find out more at www.newenglandconstructions.com.au
PH: 02 9369 1241

SYDNEY - ILLAWARRA
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E X T E N S I O N S

Laneways, Surf &
The Sands Of Time

Even without considering their name, there is something
very Australian about a bunch of mates that band together
to ‘have a go’ at the pub game. Four best friends embody
the management and philosophy that is Sand Hill Road
pub group, and there can’t be too many better arguments
for doing what you love. Clyde Mooney reports

MAJOR FEATURE

Evolution of the
magnificent Garden
State Hotel
Matt and Andy Mullins are brothers that grew up in
Melbourne. As teenagers volunteering at Lord Somers Camp
for under-privileged children they met Doug Maskiell, and
studying Commerce at university Matt met Tom Birch. Matt
went to work in marketing and PR, while his brother and Tom
began careers as finance brokers. None were particularly
satisfied with their work, nor thought it was what they would
do forever.
Meanwhile, Doug had begun working as a pub manager and
after a couple of years determined that was indeed what he
wanted to do.
“And he made the mistake of telling the three of us about it
and we thought ‘shit – that’s not a bad idea’,” said Matt. “We
were all working in our chosen careers but not loving it, and
truth be told we weren’t very good at it either, so we thought
we’d give it a go.”
The group spent the next year searching for the right pub,
which proved to be in Fitzroy. Lacking the finances to buy
and renovate it, they called upon a number of friends who
had similarly dreamt of a stake in their own pub, gathering
investments ranging from five hundred to five thousand
dollars.
The renovation of the Commercial Club Hotel took 30 days
and cost just $30,000, with the boys doing all the work
themselves. The year was 2000, and Australia was gearing up

L-R: Matt Mullins, Doug Maskiell, Andy Mullins, Tom Birch

for the Olympic Games.
“Sydney pub operators and restauranteurs had been out
looking at what the best hospitality in the world looked like,
and had brought a whole bunch of amazing new ideas – and
a lot of new money – to throw at the task of building and
renovating great venues.
“In Melbourne, we hadn’t even thought about that. I don’t
think a single pub had ever been designed by an interior
designer or architect. At least none that I knew of. At lot were
extraordinary, mind you, there were some amazing places
back in those days, but there just wasn’t the money or design
expertise. So we just continued the trend of using no money
and no expertise, and by and large got away with it.”
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something to a market that wasn’t there before. We’ve always
loved that part of being publicans, so I think that’s probably
how we’ll always do things. I can’t imagine us ever buying a
pub that’s already right. It’s not nearly as fun.”
PubTIC: Did you see opportunity in the laneways of
Melbourne?
“Throughout history, most of Melbourne’s public buildings
like pubs and larger format restaurants have been smaller
Victorian buildings, often on laneways or backing onto
laneways. That’s how Melbourne was built.
“When we found this building, on Flinders lane at the front,
Duckboard Place at the rear, border of ACDC lane to our west,
our minds automatically turned to its place in amongst those.
Flinders Lane, for instance, is a small street, yet it is a major
artery in Melbourne. Duckboard Place is even smaller – you
put your hands out and pretty much touch both sides at once.
But in Melbourne, that’s where you want to be.”
PubTIC: Why did you think a pub would work in that setting?
Drifting from the traditional local pub offerings, the
Commercial had no pool tables, darts, TVs or even the
Melbourne staple – the parma. It did however have quite a
selection of craft beers, including several from the area, but
the guys gave each beer tap a non-descript black handle and
no decal.
“The black taps were a way of starting conversation between
our patrons and our staff – which was us,” joked Matt. “They’d
walk up to our bar and have to ask what beers we had, and
that gave us a chance to tell them what beers we had, which
was a great way to start a conversation.”
The pubs naturally evolved over time, some turning tail on the
kitsch fit-out and embracing the traditional trappings of sport,
mainstream beer and even parmas. Coming full circle, the
Garden State is their tenth build, and has grown in concept
to be more cutting-edge than any of its predecessors, with
a ‘beautiful people’ bonanza of indoor plants and opulent
outdoor furniture.
PubTIC: More ‘hipster’?
Matt cringes.
“Ha – I joke about it, but hospitality has learnt a lot from
hipsterism,” he replies. “About what our market wants, and
about how a pub offering needs to feel kind of real.”
Sand Hill Road are yet to do a re-vamp of any of their pubs.
They choose instead to start by stripping a good skeleton, and
creating what they envision from the ground up. All have been
this way. The latest is their tenth, the seventh they currently
operate, and the biggest product to date.
“The simple reality is, if it’s already that good it’s probably out
of our price range.
“Also, a big part of what we’re in this for is the satisfaction
and joy of doing something new, from scratch. Delivering
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is built around that very idea. That’s not something you get in
any other building, but that’s what the pub is and always was
in Australian life.
“We don’t stop and think to ourselves ‘does this place need a
pub?’ We know that if you get the pub right, any part of our
country can do with another great pub. So we didn’t really
stop and think does Flinders Lane need a pub. To us it was a
no-brainer: in amongst some of the best restaurants, cafes and
residential hotels in the country.
“Anywhere you’ve got a great collection of restaurants and
cafes, you know what – a pub probably is a fantastic addition
to that.”
Rather than actively compete with the restaurants for food
business, SHR decided there was potential for a synergy
between them and a place you go for a drink before the fancy
meal, or after, or while you wait. And sometimes, when you’re
looking for a great value meal promptly, you go to the pub
instead.
On hand in the kitchen at the Garden is renowned chef Ashly
Hicks, who has left the world-class restaurants in favour of a
new challenge serving the very best in pub-grub.
“I guess the primary reason is that we just have faith in the
idea of a pub. The pub’s the place you go to when you want to
see friends, maybe meet some friends, you need some help,
some support … throughout history that’s where you went. If
you couldn’t afford your next meal – the one place you had a
chance to get it, where you might find someone who’d look
after you was the local publican.
“Our pubs are to their local communities all those things. They
are the place you come for support. Our Karma Kegs program

“Ashly just loves the idea at this stage in his career of saying
‘let’s cook for a thousand tonight rather than a hundred’,”
explained Matt. “The passion, the intensity, the technique he
brings to great bistro and pub food is exactly what he’s been
bringing to fine-dining for nearly 20 years now.”
PubTIC: The standard of food in pubs is so much higher than
it used to be.
“Probably to some extent pubs in years gone by – and we’re

The Garden has no less than six tanks of Carlton Draught Brewery Fresh
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my sister-in-law who is a stylist have spent the better part
of a year gathering. We filled a warehouse full of little items
and as we came toward the end of the project, we started
bringing them in one by one, placing them around, getting
them up on walls. That’s a process that didn’t just include the
architects at the end, it included them every step prior to that.
The overarching style and feel and mood was all part of a very
disciplined architectural process.
“The best architecture in my experience is where you get
a very personal vision for a finished product, and then you
employ the best minds you can in architecture to help you
realise that. And along the way each of you should be giving
plenty of ground, compromising, keeping an open mind to the
other’s vision and expertise.”
PubTIC: Did all four partners have input in the Garden?

no exception – it just never occurred to publicans or our
market that we could offer exceptional food in a pub. It never
occurred to our market to go to a pub for exceptional food.
But at some point it did occur to them, and the industry hasn’t
looked back.”

THE DESIGN PROCESS
PubTIC: You’ve engaged designers Techne to do almost all of
your projects. How do you think it has helped the process to
use the same company?
“We were lucky enough to design our first few places
ourselves and get away with it – but only just. What that
taught us was the value of expertise.
“Everything goes over time and over budget, and you’ve got
to realise that at the beginning. And designing buildings is an
art that takes enormous discipline and expertise, which was
very clear to us the first time we worked with an architect as
opposed to doing it ourselves. But we found that our buildings
were just more efficient, and they certainly flowed better for
us and our customers.
“They certainly looked better because while there is great
value in eclectic, personalised character-filled interiors, that
still should be happening in a disciplined way. There still ought
to be an overarching principle or theory that kind of directs
you through the process of creating that slightly eclectic state.
“The Garden State Hotel is not that dissimilar to the Bridge
Hotel in that it is chockas filled with items that myself and

“We spent time together at the very beginning working up
an overall project vision; a sense of style, mood if you like,
the way you want the place to feel. We certainly spent a lot
of time working up a rough floor plan. We think that as the
operators we will always be best placed to understand exactly
how our market will attach to a space at a conceptual level, so
we sketch up numerous times before we chat with Justin and
his team at Techne. Then we can sit down over a number of
weeks and spend a lot of time explaining that vision and how
we see it, and the market attaching to it. But then we say ‘right
– you’re the experts, let’s go. What have you got?’”
PubTIC: Will that then vary during the build?
“Both the vision and that layout will change through the
process. We’ve always worked closely with our builder. The
four of us are actively involved every single day on-site,
working with the architect and the builder to adjust things,
adapt things, change things, compromise where we need
to and hold firm where we can’t compromise. But we will
change things pretty much every single day in the interest of
the finished product.”
Matt suggests these changes primarily come in two forms:
correcting problems, and being flexible. While things going
wrong need to be corrected, with potential changes to plans,
price and process, he gives credence to the notion that
compromise is a great tool on a building site. Conceding
changes to make the build easier earns greater acceptance of
imposed tweaks to the plan.
He also has thoughts on the relationships built with the
people constructing their businesses. Visual Builders have
done most of their projects, but opted out of the latest due
to its size and commitment for a mid-sized construction
company. Garden State was instead done by large family
business Schiavello, which began as two brothers making
furniture in Melbourne in the 50s.
“We don’t open a pub to the public until every person who
built the place has come in and let us buy them a beer and
meal and say thank you and well done.
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“Schiavello has been great, and understood our vision for
the pub. They understood the way we want to work, which
is quite personal, and that we were never going to just hand
them the plans and say ‘give us the keys at the end’. They
loved the idea of that, of a really organic process … at least
they said they did.”

THE ROAD
The group began as four blokes who “owned a pub with their
buddies”. It was not until they bought their second venue they
even considered a name for the company. Although now all
married with kids, the early days were spent hopping between
the pub and the beach, catching waves between shifts as they
journeyed into their new-found field.
Coinciding with this period, dot-coms and pioneering tech
start-ups were bursting out of Silicon Valley, many from a
central strip called Sand Hill Rd. These seemed to encompass
the enthusiasm and “the vibe” the boys had in the day.
“There was nothing in common with our company and
those in Silicon Valley, but we were acutely aware at the time
of the type of companies that were emerging in America.
They were young, they were hungry, but they were fun.
These companies were really inspiring. So at some stage the
conversation probably turned from sand and the beach to
Sand Hill Rd.
“We don’t spend too much time worrying about names. It was
nine months before we came up with Garden State Hotel. We
never once focused on it. We just kept on getting on with our
actual product and saying ‘we’ll get to the name eventually’
and at some point we suddenly went ‘Garden State Hotel’ –
that’s the one.”
PubTIC: A rose by any other name. It does offer an
expectation of serenity, which wouldn’t go astray in the
modern era of licensing law. Do you think the Garden will be a
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beacon of good behaviour?
“We’ve had some dalliances in Melbourne with licensing
crack-downs; attempts to solve a very real problem with
very unrealistic solutions. But of course the reason people –
politicians in particular – go looking for solutions like these
is because it’s bloody easy. Easy to look like you’re doing
something when you just change the rules, change the law,
crack down on people. The great tragedy of that is if we’re not
careful we’re going to let a whole generation of Australians
grow up without any of us addressing the real issue, which is
how do we teach young people to drink properly.
“My partners and I, and pretty much every licensee I know in
Melbourne and Sydney, are completely committed to the idea
of responsible service of alcohol, of not letting people into
our premises when they’re drunk. We don’t want their money.
You go home, and stay safe. We’re prepared to make whatever
sacrifices it takes, if it’s part of a process whereby our country
is actually changing its behaviour. Anyone in our industry
who doesn’t acknowledge that we have a huge and vital role
in serving alcohol responsibly, that we are often part of the
problem and have to do better, is doing the wrong thing.”

PUB HISTORY

CARLISLE –

BIRTHPLACE OF THE MODERN PUB
Under siege by the Germans and the demon drink, a WWI
British government turned to heavy-handed trade restrictions –
with surprising results. Clyde Mooney reports

Australian soldiers in London Tavern. Image courtesy State Library of Victoria

July 2016 marks the centenary of what became known in the
UK as the ‘Carlisle Experiment’, where a troubled World War I
government wrested control of hundreds of British pubs in an
attempt to curb drinking problems and focus the population
on the war effort.
Carlisle is a town in the Cumbrian region near the border of
England and Scotland that was the site of large munitions
factories in full swing as battles raged across Europe. It had
been swiftly overrun by thousands of workers and builders,
forging weapons by day and with nothing to do at night but
drink.
Carlisle had 118 pubs. Of these, 53 were closed and the
remaining 65 became directly managed by the Central Control
Board (CCB), starting with the Gretna Tavern – a former post
office where the counter had been converted into a long bar,
and the sorting office at the back into a dining room with long
rows of tables and a stage, with a piano and gramophone.
The scheme was driven by munitions minister David Lloyd
George, who regarded drink as the nation’s greatest enemy

and commissioned the CCB. Prohibition was considered for
a time, as was complete nationalisation of the drinks trade,
but arms production was the urgent issue at hand and the
government instead began acquiring licensed premises, first
near a small arms factory in north London then around the
naval base on Cromarty Firth.
By October of 1916 the CCB had nationalised 339 licensed
premises and five breweries over 500 square miles. Many
considered too difficult to manage or not able to be brought
up to a higher standard were closed. Some didn’t even have
toilets.
Harry Redfern was appointed to drive the scheme, which
unabashedly aimed for nothing short of changing the drinking
culture. The practise of ‘perpendicular drinking’ (drinking
standing at the bar) was frowned upon and amenities were
installed to encourage other activities and ‘respectable’
woman (ie - no prostitutes). The pubs began seeing
comfortable seating and nice décor, entertainment and games
such as darts, dominoes, snooker and bowls, and importantly,
a far greater emphasis on food.
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The CCB created vast food taverns, including the Gretna,
which opened for breakfast and did over 50 per cent in food
sales in its first year. Similarly, the ambitious Gracie’s Banking
at Annan replaced two existing pubs and had a 100-cover
restaurant, a 300-capacity beer hall, a balcony from which
a light orchestra played, a 300-seat cinema, billiards room,
bowling green, quoit pitches and even a post office. Many
existing pubs were designated as such food houses, serving
patrons State-made meat pies.
All pubs were tied to the local State-owned brewery, and
although many patrons liked the new regime, there were
plenty of complaints about the lack of choice in beer.
The scheme was a massive social experiment that obviously
worked. Not only did it continue for 57 years – long after the
war – but the department boasted a profit every year it was in
operation. More than 100 pubs were demolished and rebuilt
or completely redesigned between the two World Wars, as
Redfern envisioned the ‘new model pub’ – drawing inspiration
from William Morris’ ‘Arts & Crafts’ movement of the 1800s,
which strove to broaden appreciation of Romantic literature
while undertaking social reform.
Many existing licensees were invited to become managers,
engaged on the ‘Gothenburg’ system of ‘dis-interested
management’. This dis-incentivised licensees to shift the trade
mix away from alcohol by paying them a fixed salary plus 75
per cent of the gross profit on food and 25 per cent of the GP
on non-alcoholic drinks.
Managers also had to enforce an even stricter version of
the already stringent First World War licensing regime. This

included banning “treating” (rounds), evicting drunks and
turning away ‘undesirable’ women, not allowing credit and
serving spirits in tall glasses to allow dilution. Shots were
banned. And from February 1917, ‘No Spirits Saturday’ was
introduced, which all but eliminated the four-fold increase in
arrests for drunkenness since the war began. They were also
forbidden to conduct any other business on the premises; one
was reportedly sacked for selling hay from the back of the pub.
While the smaller schemes around the UK ended shortly
after the war, Carlisle’s continued until 1973 when the Tory
Government – embarrassed by this exercise in successful
State-controlled enterprise – sold the pubs to breweries in
blocks.
The UK’s State Management Scheme remains largely forgotten
in the history of British pubs. This may be because managers
and staff involved were forced to sign the Official Secrets Act.
Now as it celebrates its Centenary, there is a local movement
to revive and commemorate the Scheme, with events across
the Carlisle region, exhibitions in some of the 50 local pubs,
and re-enactment dramas and story-telling.
The period was a stark change for the loosely run public
houses of the day, and has left a valuable lasting legacy
in pubs of the UK and abroad, in the form of the food,
entertainment and ‘respectable’ pubs of the modern era.

--- This article was based upon “The extraordinary story of
“nationalised” pubs during the First World War” that appeared
in the UK Morning Advertiser ---

Australian soldiers in London. Image courtesy State Library of Victoria
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